ATOMIC CLOUD®

POWERED BY
AZURE® STACK
Everything you love about Azure, hosted and supported in Minnesota.
Built on the Azure Stack integrated infrastructure, the Azure-powered
Atomic Cloud allows you to extend your public Azure presence into
Hybrid
Infrastructure
as a Service
forbringing
Microsoftyou true hybrid cloud capabilities.
Atomic
Data’s private
facility,

Azure Certified for Hybrid Cloud Partners
Today’s organizations require a flexible IT infrastructure that can scale on demand. A hybrid cloud offers the

The benefits of the cloud are clear. You get added flexibility and easy access to additional resources,

best of both worlds —where organizations can take advantage of external resources when it makes sense.

on-demand and only when needed. Virtualization is the best place to start, giving you improved utilization of

It doesn’t just look like Azure, it is Azure. Whether you’re leveraging Azure IaaS or PaaS, The
Atomic Cloud powered by Azure Stack experience is exactly what you’ve come to expect in the
public Azure Cloud.
the resources you have today. With the built-in virtualization capabilities of Windows Server, you’ll get

The Microsoft hybrid infrastructure as a service (IaaS) for Microsoft Azure Certified for Hybrid Cloud combines

Microsoft Azure, Windows Server, and Microsoft System Center. The result? An enterprise-grade technology in

best-in-class features and performance. When you add the capabilities of System Center, you can build cloud

your customer's datacenter, your own datacenter, and Microsoft's global datacenters.

elasticity and scalability into the datacenter using automation, resource pooling, and dynamic provisioning.

Extending into the cloud can expand options without adding complexity. A Microsoft hybrid cloud lets you

Automating repetitive tasks allows you to reduce errors and increase speed. Automation also makes the

easily move workloads from an on-premises datacenter to an Azure or a hosting services provider’s datacenter

datacenter more resilient, with predefined processes to handle unexpected spikes in demand. By pooling

while maintaining a 360-degree view of your infrastructure no matter where your workloads reside. You can

resources for compute, storage, and networking, you can move workloads more easily and load-balance across
the whole infrastructure. And enhanced management capabilities let you provision and deploy applications
faster. With a Microsoft private cloud solution, your datacenter can be a competitive differentiator.

storage, backup, and recovery options with increased efficiency and reduced cost.
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What’s in it for you?

Customer benefits

Cloud Solution Provider

Get advanced virtualization technology built in with

On-demand datacenters, or hybrid IaaS, provide compute power, memory, and storage, typically priced per

The Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider (CSP)

Windows Server

hour, based on resource consumption. You pay only for what you use, and the service provides all the capacity

program allows you to sell Microsoft cloud services

Increase resilience and load-balancing capabilities
in your datacenter with the power of the cloud

Secure, Local, and Compliant

you need, but you’re responsible for monitoring, managing, and patching your on-demand infrastructure.

The biggest advantage of IaaS is that it offers a cloud-based datacenter without requiring you to install new
equipment or wait for hardware procurement—which means you can get IT resources that otherwise

Improve application performance and simplify

might be unavailable. Using a publicly hosted private cloud with Microsoft Azure Certified for Hybrid Cloud

deployment with System Center

provides the following benefits:

Maintain consistency across clouds with familiar
tools and resources
Extend your datacenter with a consistent
management toolset and familiar development

with your customer through direct billing, provision ing, management, and support, which allows you to

Hosted in Atomic Data’s SOC 3 attested US-based facilities
streamline your relationship with your customer,
offers to existing and new customers, and enjoy

Know and see exactly where your data resides
additional revenue opportunities.

Microsoft Azure Certified

Data resides in the host’s datacenter

Hardened by default, with encryption of data at rest and in transit
Microsoft Azure Certified for Hybrid Cloud provides

and identity solutions
Get enterprise-grade performance and security in
the datacenter and in the cloud
Meet changing business needs with greater flexibility
Deliver capacity on demand
Deliver a uniquely branded solution through
Microsoft Azure Certification

Resources

the CSP, you will own the end-to-end relationship

scale through the ability to provide new services and

Cost-effective solution and savings
. Reduced operational expenses with a shift to cloud
technologies and automation, with substantial savings compared to traditional
virtualization solutions
Data sovereignty.

along with your own offerings and services. Through

Security. More control of your infrastructure with Microsoft solutions hosted by Microsoft Azure
Certified for Hybrid Cloud

you with an opportunity to better showcase and

Simplicity. Familiar tools used across a common platform that make the solution easier
to embrace

benefit from your Microsoft Azure cloud investments

Code integrity protections to block unauthorized code
Azure. This new program allows you to continue to

Network access controls and constrained administration model
with the addition of new in-product tools, as well as

Proactive IT. Ability to focus valuable IT resources on core business activity instead of devoting
resources to the development, administration, maintenance, and testing of a wholly
on-premises infrastructure

Microsoft Azure Certified for Hybrid Cloud

business and technical resources. You also get the
added differentiator of being a Microsoft Azure

Pre-validated for compliance with PCI-DSS, FedRAMP, HIPAA, and more
Certified for Hybrid Cloud partner to power you as
you extend your hybrid cloud portfolio to better

Agility. Quick, inexpensive testing of high availability solutions

Cloud Solution Provider

brand your hybrid solutions that run on Microsoft

serve existing clients and reach new customers.

Microsoft hybrid cloud

Microsoft viewpoint

The power of “and”
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